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Details:

1. **NICEE Engages Architecture Students at NASA SAARC Convention, Pune**

NICEE has yet another engagement with the architecture students during SAARC NASA SAARC Convention, the annual event of architecture students, which was held at Pune during February 20-22, 2009. The students who had registered with us during NASA at Bhopal were delighted to see the NICEE stall and took a keen interest in having a look at NICEE publications. They also came forward to actively participate in the quiz organized by NICEE along with about 300 new registrations at Pune. The quiz was won by the following participants.

Abhishek Kumar, NIT, Patna
Mridul Kumar, NIT, Patna
Safiya Shirin, MEASI Academy of Architecture, Chennai

NICEE is grateful the team of Prof Keya Mitra of Bengal Engineering and Science University, Shibpur, Howrah and Prof Vasudha Gokhale of Dr. BN College of Architecture, Pune for showcasing NICEE with the architecture students during the event.

2. **EERI Seeks Executive Director**

The Earthquake Engineering Research Institute's Executive Director, Susan Tubbesing, will be retiring at the end of 2009, after nearly 22 years of service to the Institute. The
EERI Board of Directors is seeking a new Executive Director. Please visit EERI's website http://www.eeri.org/edsearch for a complete job description and instructions.


4. Online accessibility of Publications of International Association for Bridge and Structural Engineering (IABSE)

Many historic reference documents, are now accessible to all those interested in the development and achievements of structural engineering.

The IABSE Archive offers a broad coverage of themes, dealing with:
- all types of structures
- all types of materials
- all phases of the construction process

For further details please visit http://www.iabse.org/association/80yearsIABSE/index.php

5. Earthquake Tips in Marathi

IITK-BMTPC Earthquake Tip no. 24, in Marathi, has been uploaded and is now available on the NICEE site at http://www.nicee.org/EQTips.php . Comments if any may be forwarded to NICEE at nicee@iitk.ac.in.


Deminar 2009 (Seminar and Product Demonstration) on Innovative Construction Products and Practices is being organized by Indian Concrete Institute, Karnataka Bangalore Centre in association with Faculty of Engineering – Civil, University Visvesaraya College of Engineering, Bangalore at the Department of Civil Engineering during March 6-7, 2009. For further details e-mail to icikbc@gmail.com .

7. 20th Anniversary of the Loma Prieta Earthquake, October 17 2009, San Francisco
20th Anniversary of the Loma Prieta Earthquake which had struck in 1989 is scheduled to be commemorated on October 17, 2009 after the PEER annual meeting and 3rd International Conference on Advances in Structural Engineering at San Francisco on October 15-16, 2009. Further details will be promulgated shortly.

8. Call for Papers – Fifth International Conference on Recent Advances in Geotechnical Earthquake Engineering and Soil Dynamics, May 24-29, 2010, San Diego, CA

The Fifth International Conference on Recent Advances in Geotechnical Earthquake Engineering and Soil Dynamics will be held in San Diego, California, May 24-29, 2010, at the Marriott Mission Valley. The last for submission of one page extract for the papers is April 02, 2009. For further details please visit http://5geoeqconf2010.mst.edu


A conference on "Codes in Structural Engineering - Developments and Needs for International Practice" will be held at Dubrovnik, Croatia, in May 2010. The main objective of this IABSE-fib Conference 2010 in Cavtat is to obtain an overview of the present state of codes worldwide including the underlying legal and economical aspects. This will be helpful for the development of future codes, striving for international harmonization in the ever more globalised market. For further details please visit http://www.iabse.org/conferences/Dubrovnik2010/index.php.

10. Newsletter of Earthquake Engineering Research Institute (EERI), USA

The February 2009 issue of the EERI Newsletter is now available online at: http://www.eeri.org/cds_publications/newsletter.html

Following are selected contents of the Newsletter:

Page #

1: EERI Board Election Results
1: Tubbesing to Retire at Year's End -- EERI Seeks Executive Director
2: Housner Remembers EERI in His Will
2: EERI Endowment Donors
3: New EERI Subscribing Members: Arup, ATC, Jacobs
4-5: EERI Professionals Visit Student Chapters
6: Papua Earthquakes of 1-3-09
6-7: Costa Rica Earthquake of 1-8-09
8: Earthquake Swarms in Yellowstone, 12/08-1/09
9: Member Honors: Adeli and Prakash
12: Liquefaction Technical Seminar and E-Book

Alerts:
8: CSMIP RFQ: deadline March 3
8: Scholarships for SAMHC Masters Program: deadline May 31
9: Call for Abstracts: NEES Annual Meeting, extended deadline February 16
10: Call for Abstracts: SEAOC Convention, deadline February 23
10: Call for Abstracts: ANCER Workshop, deadline March 23
10: Call for Papers: Health Monitoring of Structures, deadline April 1
10: Canadian Masonry Symposium, early registration deadline April 15
10: Call for Nominations, Prakash Award, deadline May 31
10: NEES Program Solicitation, proposal deadline March 27

11. Recent Donors to NICEE

NICEE thanks the recent donors for their generous contribution:

**Rs. 20,000/- to Rs. 99,999/-**
CTC Geotechnical Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi

**Rs. 4,000/- to Rs. 19,999/-**
Anonymous, Mumbai
Mr. Yogesh S. Bamane, Pune
Mr. P. Chandrasekar, Mumbai
Dr. C. S. Manohar, Bangalore
Dr. Mahua Mukherjee, Roorkee
Mr. Prasad V. Panandikar, Goa
Disaster Management Institute, Bhopal

**Upto Rs. 3,999/-**
Mr. Manohar A. Mate, Noida
Mr. Ladge B. B., Kolhapur
Mr. Sumant Gupta, New Delhi
Mr. Mahesh S. Shah, Pune